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March Speaker
Our speaker for the evening will be a long
time friend of mine, Jim Eagleson, WB6JNN.
Jim is an RF Engineer who has worked in the
wireless RF Tag industry for many years. You
may know of this technology from such uses
as rapid toll taking on the major bay area
bridges, rail car tracking and other forms of
shipment tracking. Jim has most recently
worked as a customer technical support engineer for Telewave in San Jose.
Jim will be speaking to us on his development work in the area of audio companding
and processing and its use in the early Oscor
10 Amateur Satellite programs. Jim may be
bringing some of his satellite test hardware
with him as well. I’m sure Jim will also be
available for questions on duplexers, filters
and other hardware used in repeater operations from his time with Telewave.
—73 Bob Wiser, K6RMW

New Meeting Location
We are no longer meeting in the Education
Facility at the rear of the hospital complex.
Our meetings have been moved up front into
the main building, in the basement conference room. Parking will now be in the front
of the hospital and entry will be through the
main front entryway and lobby. All SCCARC
members and guests will need to report to
the security desk in the lobby, sign in if
required and receive a “guest” pass, before
heading down stairs to the meeting. This
new process is now a requirement of the
hospital management for everyone that
enters the facility. There are both stairs and
an elevator access to the conference rooms
down stairs.
If you have any problems or concerns about
how to access the meeting area, please ask
the security guard at the desk in the lobby
for directions. Also, if you wish to access the
hospital’s WiFi, please ask at the main desk
for a WiFi pass code sheet.
—Kerry, K3RRY

Circle. I think he said he wore out three tires
on the trip over unpaved roads. Jerry said
that 2 meter repeaters were scarce north
of the US border. Suellene asked Jerry to
consider addressing the club with details of
his trip. Jerry didn’t turn her down but said,
“The only connection with ham radio communications was that there weren’t any!

Our February club meeting was well attended
by about thirty members who were treated to
a detailed and highly informative presentation of antenna theory. Glen Worstell,K6OT,
entertained us with his humorous comments
and question and answer format on “Antenna
Myths/Magic/ Tuners and Line Impedance.”
His lecture kept us actively participating right up to the final “That’s All Folks!”
announcement by president, Suellene, K6CPA.
I noticed that during the presentation, our
Treasurer, Steve, AC6P, was thoughtfully
sketching out some antenna diagrams of his
own design ‚Äì presumably for one of his
future UCSC lectures.
Before our meeting, I was surprised to see
Mike, KM6IKE, arriving on his Vespa motor
scooter. That’s a nice way to get around
town, can go anywhere at little expense
(sips gasoline measured in ounces!) and can
be parked practically anywhere. “Ya wanna
buy it?” he asked. He is trying to sell it,
even told me where the local Moped shop
is located. I’m afraid I’m past my moped/
motorcycle adventures after having ridden
BSA and Triumph bikes for nearly a half
decade. I did, however, renew my motorcycle
license last year. The written exam was
tough, it took me three tries before I passed.
DMV folks said that the most experienced riders have the hardest time passing.
Early arrivals were privileged to hear the
conclusion of the ARES meeting. Jerry, AE6I,
was filling in the last few minutes by telling
of his fascinating solo motorcycle trip to the
Prudhoe Bay Alaska region above the Arctic

Was having an eyeball QSO with Myron,
K6RRU, the other night at my lodge meeting. Mentioned that I was copying W1AW
code bulletins to keep from getting too rusty
in that part of the hobby. Is good practice
as they send at 18 wpm. My comfortable
speed is down a few (15?) and it is becoming
more and more difficult to find ops that slow.
Many times I give a QRS to keep going ‚Äì
and they always do. I know I still have my
ARRL logbook around here somewhere.

International DX
Convention

2015 is the 66th consecutive year for the
International DX Convention . The meeting ,
sponsored by the Northern California DX Club,
will be held at the beautiful Visalia Convention Center in downtown Visalia, CA. IDXC,
the premier DX Convention in the United
States, is attended by over 800 serious DX’ers
and contesters looking to improve their skills,
their stations and see the latest equipment.
Starts April 17, 2015
Website: dxconvention.org
John Miller, K6MM Kevin Rowett, K6TD Rich
Seifert, KE1B IDXC 2015 Co - Chairmen

KN6D, SK
PAUL R. ELLIS, KN6D, a lifetime club
member, passed March 15, 2015, at the
age of 77. Since 1985, Paul had a lifetime
General license with a Ship Radar endorsement and over the years, he interested
many people in obtaining their licenses for
Amateur Radio.
Miriam Ellis, Paul’s wife
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“Transmission Line,
Antenna Myths & Magic”
The day after I presented my talk “Transmission Line and Antenna Myths and Magic” to
the SCCARC, I received the March 2015 issue
of QST, with an article titled “Standing Wave
Ratio - What Does It Really Mean?”.
The article had some of the same myths,
misleading, and incorrect information that
I discussed in my talk and in more detail on
the accompanying CD, which has been posted
on the SCCARC and SLVARC web sites.
When reading most ham publications or
posts, including the QST article, in my opinion it is easiest and probably best to IGNORE
everything said relating to standing waves,
forward and reflected power, and maximum
power transfer.
Whenever you see the term SWR, assume that
it means a measure of the ratio of a complex
impedance to another complex impedance,
expressed as SWR - nothing else. One of the
impedances is usually 50 ohms resistive (50
+j0 ohms), but not always, and it is often the
assumed to be the characteristic impedance
of a transmission line, but not always. The
SWR can be easily calculated from the two
complex impedances, or it can be measured
by an SWR meter when (and only when) one
of the impedances assumed to be 50+j0.
The term SWR, as used in many amateur publications, is useful for only two things:
1) Most solid-state amplifiers are designed to
work into an impedance of 50+j0 ohms, so
SWR at the connection to the amplifier relative to 50+j0 is a measurement of how happy
the amplifier will be. A value less than 2.0 is
usually considered to be goodness. This has
nothing to do with the output impedance of
the amplifier, which in any case usually does
not even have a valid meaning and even if it
did it would not normally be 50+j0.
2) The impedance at an antenna relative to
the characteristic impedance of the transmission line, along with the length and loss
characteristics of the line, can be used to
determine the approximate additional loss in
the line caused by a mismatch between the
antenna impedance and the characteristic
impedance of the line. This mismatch can be
measured by an SWR meter only if the line
impedance is 50 ohms, but it can be calculated in various ways. The easiest way to find
the mismatch is to use an impedance meter
(at the antenna) and calculate the SWR relative to the line characteristic impedance.
If you read the QST article with these guidelines in mind, you will find some correct and
useful conclusions.
Glen, KG0T

material he presented required, and received,
our close attention. Warren has such an
outstanding ability to communicate verbally
and visually that I feel sure everyone learned
a great deal.

Cake Crumbs
CAKE Nutrition Feb 21
It has been established beyond any reasonable doubt (by CAKE attendees) that our
sessions bring substantial benefits to mental
health, just keeping up on the multi-threaded
conversations is an exercise (along with CW)
that has been shown to probably delay the
onset of Alzheimers.
Now where was I? Oh yes I was writing to
share some of what I recall. Don and Sam
discussed their success at chasing the DXpedition to Navassa I. It takes more than luck
and output power to get in those expedition
logs, a panoramic display often shows a solid
wall. Don also reported some amazing DX
using 5watts mainly on 15m so well done
chaps.
Glen handed out copies of his presentation to
the Club entitled Antenna Myths and Magic,
thanks Glen. Kerry followed up on the previous talk by Steve K6OIK by borrowing two
modern (and no doubt expensive ) books on
the propagation of radio waves. Ron showed
an advertisement for MatLab announcing its
programming support for writing code for
Arduino, Raspberry Pi and Lego. This might
well be a future CAKE presentation.
Our Home-Brew Guru Tom brought along
his very first project, a transistor tester
circa 1967 built from a magazine article but
he just couldn’t resist improving it. Fast
forward to today where Tom showed how he
had accessed the internal circuits of a SDR /
USB dongle radio and replaced some internal
power supply components to reduce its inherent noise. I envy that initiative and talent
Kerry and San were deeply engrossed in
discussing some aspects of bi-polar and field
effect transistors. Nowhere, to my mind, can
new Hams get that kind of patient quality
personal tuition. Why do we not see more
new faces at these meetings? We do not eat
our young!
Warren began his presentation on DSP for
the Anan series of software defined radios
which several of us now own. He began with
a review of the basic concepts and buzzwords before describing the architecture at a
deeper level than in his previous talks. The

Of special interest was Warrens illustrations
of how his PureSignal technique works to
clean the output power from an Anan PA.
When such a clean signal is used to drive an
external linear amps they also benefit, for
example in one case the 2-tone IMD output
from of an 800W “linear” improved from -34
to -70 dBc. It is no wonder that the ARRL
selected his work as the best new technology
in 2014. To better appreciate PureSignal take
a look at the images to be published in the
next issue of Short Skip
Thanks to all who contributed, Those in rapt
attendance were NR0V,W6PDL,KW6S,AB6WM,
KK6GHK,K6GHA,WB6RJH, W6RRR,KG0T,K3RRY,
K2ACK,KJ600V,W6WO
For our CAKE session on the 21st , Kerry
K3RRY will deliver a presentation on a variety
of devices/boards (such as Arduino Raspberry
Pi etc) and what they are best used for. As
many of you know Kerry is very knowledgeable and has the enviable ability to inform
and entertain at the same time.
“Positive Vibrations to all, you just can’t live
in a negative way “ (credit to Bob Marley)
—73 Ron W6WO

Courtesy Reminder
About 2015 Dues
By Suellene Petersen, K6CPA
We appreciate all of our members participation in our Club activities and we always
look forward to our meetings so that we can
enjoy our activities and visit with each other.
We want to thank all members, new and
continuing for your friendship and interest in
amateur radio and in all of the things that we
do as licensed operators.
We seem to all live very busy lives and have
many things that we must do for our families,
jobs and other interests besides all of the
volunteer work that we do to support our
valuable hobby. Writing the check for our
SCCARC dues is just one more little task that
we may push out to “tomorrow” in favor of
taking care of “today’s” demands. However,
we are reaching the moment in time that is
the deadline for maintaining uninterrupted
membership in our Club. On March 31,
2015, if any of us has not paid our current
year’s dues, our bylaws state that we will be
considered to be inactive and not members
Continued page 4
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QSL cards- more than a quaint curiosity
Several times a year I receive a packet of cards in the mail from the ARRL QSL card bureau.
I enjoy them but have to ponder how they appear to a newcomers. Do I hear you say “A
picture postcard in the mail to confirm what may have been a few moments on social mediayou must be kidding !” Well hold on, we invented electronic social media didn’t we !!
QSL cards were considered the final courtesy of a contact. and quaint or not they often add
something interesting and beautiful. In the last batch there were a couple to illustrate
the point. One from XM3AT which was a special event station commemorating 100 years of
peace following the war of 1812. This war, between the US and the British related to trade
and territorial issues that were finally dealt with by the Treat of Ghent. The colourful art of
the card depicts the battle of Queenstown Heights that began when the NY Militia launched
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a predawn attack across the treacherous currents of the Niagara River. The invasion was
repulsed by British troops, local militia and
native forces.
The second example was from HP1WW in Isla
Contadora, Panama. The island is listed as
NA072 in the Islands On The Air (IOTA) registry. The card is a colourful view of the island
from the main land. I particularly enjoy IOTA
contacts as they are often more leisurly than
contacts with rare DXpeditions and their
cards are almost always attractive.
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SCCARC Board - 2015

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Directors

Suellene Petersen K6CPA
Bob Wiser K6RMW		

(831) 335-2662

Michael Usher AG6MK		
Stephen Petersen AC6P		
Allen Fugelseth WB6RWU

(408) 582-2029
(831) 475-8846

Bruce Hawkins AC6DN

K6BJ Trustee

Kathleen McQuilling KI6AIE		
Robert Ritchey KJ6FFP

(831) 476-6303

Dave Steinbruner WB6DWP		

(831) 685-2915

Allen Fugelseth WB6RWU

(831) 475-8846

MONTEREY BAY REPEATER ACTIVITY
Santa Cruz
County

ARES Net
San Lorenzo
Valley
Loma Prieta
Monterey
LPRC

K6BJ 146.790- PL 94.8 Santa Cruz (linked to KI6EH)
KI6EH 147.945- PL 94.8 Watsonville (linked to K6BJ)
K6BJ 440.925+ PL 123.0 Santa Cruz (not linked)		
K6BJ D-Star 441.675 +5MHz (D Star link: tinyurl.com/dstar-sc)
• SCCARC Net Monday 7:30 PM 146.79- /147.945- /147.180+ linked
• SCCARC 10 Meter Net Monday 7:00 PM 28.308 MHz USB
SC County Wide ARES Tuesday 7:30 PM on 147.180+ PL 94.8
and 443.600+ PL 110.9 linked
WR6AOK 147.120+ PL 94.8 Ben Lomond
• SLV Net Thursday 7:30 PM
AB6VS 440.550+ / AE6KE 146.835- PL 94.8  (linked for net)
• LP ARES / LPARC Net Tuesday 7:15 PM
K6LY 146.97- PL 94.8 / 444.700+ PL123 (linked for net) Monterey
• Monterey Co. ARES Net Wednesday 7:30 PM K6LY 146.970- (PL 94.8)
• NPSARC Net Wednesday at 8 PM on K6LY/R
WR6ABD 146.640- PL 162.2 / 442.900+ PL 162.2 (winsystem.org)
• LPRC Net Tuesday 8:00 PM  146.640-(PL 162.2)
• Amateur Radio Newsline broadcast Tuesday

• Santa Clara Valley Section Traffic NET  Tuesday 9:00PM 146.640- (PL 162.2)

FOR MORE INFO SEE: http://www.k6bj.org/freq.html

Dues continued
in good standing. Our Treasurer, Steve
Petersen, AC6P, told me that we have several
members who have not yet paid their dues
for this year.
Therefore, our Board of Directors heartily
encourages you to cure this problem before
the end of the month so that your membership remains uninterrupted. Steve also told
me that a couple of people’s payments have
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SCCARC Calendar of Events
ARES Meeting (prior to club meeting)
SCCARC Meeting
Cake Meetings
Board Meeting
Short Skip articles due
SCCARC Meeting

Friday Mar 20
Friday Mar 20  
1st and 3rd Sat
Thurday Mar 26
Monday Apr 6
Friday Apr 17

MONTHLY MEETINGS.
The SCCARC Meets at 7:30 PM, on the THIRD FRIDAY
of the each month (except December). Meetings are at
Dominican Hospital,  basement conference room,1555
Soquel Drive, Santa Cruz
.

Net Control Schedule:
3/16
3/23
3/30
4/6
4/13

Becky KI6TKB
Chris KG6DOZ
Phil KE6UWH
Tom K6TG
Lou NJ6H
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been received that have incomplete identification information, so he does not know
to who the credit belongs. If you received
an email from him asking for dues and you
have paid them, then please contact him
to so corrections can be made. He can be
contacted at AC6P@arrl.net.

